
Innovative massive doors

Innovative massive front door made of reinforced and stabilized oak panel used for general use and construction

The subject invention relates to a technical solution for reinforcing oak panels/slabs where one tries to avoid or reduce the phenomenon of deformation that

occurs in differential climate conditions due to different levels of moisture and temperature on certain sides of panels/slabs/doors. This phenomenon is

especially present in wooden front doors, but also in other wood products that are located between different climatic conditions. As a result of testing and

collected data on deformations, a reinforced and stabilized oak board for general use and construction was constructed as a solution to a technical problem.

The middle layer of this panel is made of a frame made of oak elements with insulation material, which is covered with an oak panel on both sides. Between the

solid oak board and the oak sticker, a pre-stressed cloth made of glass or carbon fibers is inserted. This technical solution is particularly suitable for use at the

boundaries of external and internal use systems (exterior/interior), i.e. in conditions of exposure to differential climate, because the reinforcements in the

sublayer allow the migration of moisture and thereby result in negligible deformations of the product. This is especially practical for elements of larger formats,

e.g. 1200×2600 mm, where the finished products are placed vertically (entrance doors, facade cladding elements, advertising panels,...), and especially if the

direction of the wood fibers is turned horizontally (that is, where the dominant swelling and weighting of wood in width).
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VIšE DETALJA

IZAZOV

6. Rast bioekonomije temeljene na šumi kroz

kaskadnu uporabu i proizvode dodane vrijednosti

DOMENA

Istraživanje i razvoj

VRSTA RJEšENJA

Kružno, bio-bazirani proizvodi

KLJUčNE RIJEčI

oak; massive; reinforced; stabilized

DIGITALNO RJEšENJE

Ne

INOVACIJA

Da

ZEMLJA PODRIJETLA

Hrvatska

PODRUčJE PRIMJENE

Prekogranična / multilateralna

POčETAK I KRAJ GODINE

2018 - 2022

KONTAKT
PODATCI

VLASNIK ILI AUTOR 

Bjelin Spačva Ltd 

Ines Baričević 

ines.baricevic@bjelin.hr 

https://spacva.eu/

IZVJESTITELJ

Competence Centre Ltd 

Ivan Ambroš 

ambros@cekom.hr

REFERENCES
AND RESOURCES

GLAVNA WEB STRANICA

https://spacva.eu

IZVORI 

--

WEB STRANICA PROJEKTA

https://spacva.eu/eu-projects/eu-project-spacva-d-d

REFERENCA PROJEKTA

--
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LOGO PRIMJERA DOBRE
PRAKSE LOGO GLAVNE ORGANIZACIJE

PROJEKT U OKVIRU KOJEG JE INFORMATIVNI LIST KREIRAN

Rosewood 4.0

DATUM UNOSA

24 Mar 2023

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon

2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No.

862681

A TOOL FROM ROSEWOOD 4.0, DESIGNED AND DEVELOPED BY
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https://www.forestinnovationhubs.rosewood-network.eu/en/node/1330
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